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State of Play: Politicisation of 
urban water markets

Price signal almost completely absent
Rationing (restrictions) ubiquitous.
Has a surprisingly high cost

IBTs have political origins
shown by the size of tier 1 threshold

Under or inappropriate investment in 
infrastructure

Efficient VR also needed to assess the type and timing of 
infrastructure investment



Objectives of policy in urban 
water markets

Allocative efficiency
requires an efficient volumetric rate. 
clears the market for the available water; and 
importantly, 
takes account of the erratic nature of Australian 
rainfall patterns; 

reflects the availability end expected availability of water. 

Efficient augmentation
type of augmentation?
also requires an efficient volumetric rate. 



Use of restrictions IBTs, and under-
investment in infrastructure reflect a failure of 
the current regulatory and planning 
framework

Need to implement self correcting 
mechanisms, not lurch from crisis to crisis.



Overview of proposal (I)

Decouple water and network ownership
Water in the dam is a durable commodity

Create virtual suppliers if water
Allocated (via auction) virtual portions of new 
water stock
Choose between selling and holding
Compete in sale of water stock from dam



Overview of Proposal (II)

Water is then similar to other ‘agricultural’
commodities:

Many suppliers
Many retailers

Introduces competition into bulk water supply

The market will price bulk water efficiently
Optimal storage
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Potential operating model
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Virtual suppliers of water

Buy and trade rights to stored water

Ownership is virtual
Simply have a ‘water account’
No need to have physical possession of the water

Easy entry and exit

Maximum ownership restriction to prevent a 
supplier having excessive market power?



Catchment manager
Manages operation of catchment

Maintenance & release management
Activities to augment (reduce leakage from) catchment

Required to periodically auction off “available” water 
stock

Revenues provide incentives to optimise catchment

Also a water supplier? 

Privately run? 



Storage costs
Optimal: Virtual supplier pays marginal cost of holding 

water

1. Maintenance – a fixed cost

1. Evaporation/leakage – marginal cost

2. Overflow – a marginal cost 
(but value of water lost is low)



Alternative bulk suppliers

Private incentive for investment in bulk supply
With 3rd party access to distribution network
E.g. desalination plant, recycling plant

Will operate in competitive market. Faces 
competition from virtual water suppliers

Encourage efficient innovation



Network Operator
Typically a natural monopoly for the delivery of 
water from bulk water suppliers to consumers

Treatment and pumping are marginal costs 
need to be charged to retailers (or suppliers) and thus 
incorporated into volumetric rate

Infrastructure costs are a fixed cost
Best paid for as a connection charge by end users



Retailers
Organise supply for end users

Compete on billing services for customer 
Different plans e.g. fixed rate vs. variable rate plans
(thus may take on risk management role)
Different payment options

Easy entry and exit 
May exclude distribution network and catchment 
manager to prevent abuse of power



Some implications for pricing
End users may be risk averse.

End users may hedge against future price
Retailers likely to buffer consumers from pricing fluctuations
Consumers may implicitly purchase virtual stock
Other derivatives may develop

Alternative supply will dampen, not remove, fluctuations
A desalination plant reduces uncertainty over available supply
Marginal cost of alternative supplier > marginal cost of dam water
Price rise and fall with changes in dam levels



Future role of regulation
No regulation of volumetric rate

May still require regulation of  charges set by catchment 
managers, treatment plants and network operators (fixed 
charge)

Still a need for competition policy
Prohibit anti-competitive behaviour

Regulation (and monitoring) of quality from each 
provider



Summary
Approach appears feasible in bringing competition 
into urban water supply

Similar but in many respects simpler than 
developments in electricity industry

Result: efficient provision and allocation of urban 
water
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